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Abstract:
This study introduces optical feedback interferometry as a
simple and effective technique for the two-dimensional visualisation of
acoustic fields. We present imaging results for several pressure distributions
including those for progressive waves, standing waves, as well as the
diffraction and interference patterns of the acoustic waves. The proposed
solution has the distinct advantage of extreme optical simplicity and
robustness thus opening the way to a low cost acoustic field imaging system
based on mass produced laser diodes.
© 2014 Optical Society of America
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1.

Introduction

Visualization of sound or pressure field propagation in gases, fluids, or transparent media is
of major interest, with applications in a diverse range of topics, including acoustic transducer
design [1, 2], noise source identification [3], insect hearing [4], effects of elastic waves and
strain in solid materials [5, 6], and material and chemical identification [7, 8].
Reconstruction of the propagation of these acoustic fields can be realised using diverse techniques, such as with microphone arrays (which can interfere with the field being measured) [9],
shadowgraphy (which can visualise a field but cannot quantify its pressure) [10], and optical
measurement techniques [11–13] including laser Doppler vibrometry (LDV) [14–16]. Previous work has shown the potential of refracto-vibrometry for imaging of sound propagation in
two dimensions (2D) [15]. However, the laser interferometer often required with LDV remains
bulky and highly sensitive to mechanical perturbations.
One method which can mitigate the difficulties encountered when using LDV is optical feedback interferometry (OFI), which relies on the “self mixing” effect in lasers, and can be used in
a number of different sensing modalities [17, 18]. Such OFI systems have previously been used
to detect sound waves by monitoring the vibration of an exposed speaker or membrane [19–21].
A logical extension of previous work is to apply OFI sensing to directly measure the variation
in the local pressure associated with the acoustic wave.
We propose here an ultra simplified OFI system designed to facilitate the direct sensing
of the acoustic field, permitting its reconstruction as a 2D image. Thanks to the self-aligned

topology of OFI sensors, our measurement setup does not require any optical element besides
a commercial laser diode, a collimating lens, and a light retroreflector.
2.

Principles of operation

Sound is the propagation of a compression wave. The compression makes the air, or more generally the propagating medium, more dense thus inducing a change in the refractive index of
the medium. This change can be measured in a number of different ways using interferometric
techniques. The most common arrangement consists of a fixed light reflector forming an external cavity with the interferometer. The propagating acoustic wave then changes the index inside
the external cavity, allowing detection by LDV [11,14,15]. This functionality of a conventional
LDV interferometer can be effectively implemented in a simple OFI architecture, enabling one
to measure variations in the refractive index of the medium in the external cavity. Previous work
has demonstrated the potential of this approach through the measurement of the refractive index
of thin films [22, 23] and measuring the effect of small changes in index in optical modulators
placed inside the external cavity [24]. Therefore, applying the OFI technique to the 2D imaging
of small changes in index caused by a propagating sound field opens a range of possibilities for
pressure field visualisation.
A laser subject to optical feedback emits a power PF that is calculated from the power emitted
by the stand-alone laser P0 as:
PF = P0 [1 + m cos(ωF τ)] ,

(1)

where m is a modulation index which is strongly dependent on the external optical cavity length
and the external cavity reflectivity, ωF is the laser frequency when it is subject to feedback, and
τ is the external cavity round-trip time. In this application, the round-trip time can be expressed
as the sum of two terms: τ = τ0 + δ τ, where τ0 = 2nL/c is a constant part (the round trip time
in the external cavity of length L of ambient index n) and δ τ is a variable part resulting from
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the setup used for acoustic field measurements.

the compression of the propagation medium that induces a refractive index change of δ n over
the length L where the propagating acoustic wave overlaps with the laser beam:
δτ =

Z L
2δ n(z)
0

c

dz .

(2)

The refractive index of air, in turn, depends on the local pressure in a linear fashion [25, 26].
The laser frequency itself varies with changes in external cavity optical length through the
well-established phase condition [18].
The system will observe a line integral of the acoustic pressure field along the axis of the laser
beam (z) varying with time t, resulting in an interferometric waveform at each spatial pixel. By
varying the spatial position of the laser perpendicular to the beam axis (in an x–y plane as
indicated in Fig. 1), a 2D array of interferometric signals captured. We may then observe these
signals at a common time, say t = 0, to reduce the array to form a 2D image of the acoustic
field integrated along the z axis at this particular moment.
3.

Experimental setup

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup. The laser diode (LD) used was a 785 nm Hitachi FP
(HL7851) which was collimated with an aspheric lens (C-240, Thorlabs Inc.). A custom driver
was used to operate the laser in continuous-wave mode at ≈ 80 mA (resulting in output power
of ≈ 50 mW). The interferometric signal was monitored using the back facet photodiode (PD,
mounted inside the laser package) with a custom built transimpedance amplifier (TIA). The
laser, lens, and driver/receiver assembly was small enough to be mounted on an x–y motorised
stage (LSM050A, Zaber Technologies Inc.), with the beam propagating perpendicular (along z)
to the plane of travel of the stage. The fixed external target was a flat aluminium block covered
with a retroreflector surface (Oralite Reflective Film 5700, ORAFOL Europe GmbH) and was
placed at a distance 300 mm from the laser.
The source of sound was an ultrasonic piezoelectric transmitter (MA40B8S, Murata Manufacturing Co. Ltd.) which was driven from a signal generator (33210A, Agilent Technologies
Inc.) with an ≈ 18 V sinusoidal waveform at a frequency of 40 kHz, producing an ≈ 108 dB SPL
(sound pressure level, relative to 20 µPa) pressure wave at 40 kHz at a distance of 300 mm. The
ultrasonic transmitter was placed midway (z =150 mm) between the laser (z =0 mm) and the
retroreflective screen (z =300 mm) and at a height of 110 mm above the surface of the optical
table in order to produce an effectively sound wave propagating in free-space which travels
perpendicular to the axis of propagation of the optical beam.
The signal from the PD is acquired over a 101 × 101 pixel scan area in a 40 × 40 mm area
(0.4 mm step size , x =0 to 40 mm y =-20 to +20 mm). The edge of the ultrasonic piezoelectric
transmitter is situated just before x = 0 mm and centred at y = 0 mm. In order to reduce the
effects of speckle from the retroreflective screen, each recorded waveform was comprised of
an average of 10 signals which were measured with a 1 µm lateral step in between. Each of
these signals was acquired with a sample rate of 1 MS/s using a 16-bit data acquisition card
(NI-USB6251, National Instruments Co.) over four periods of the acoustic wave (100 µs trace).
Typical signals from a single pixel, together with the stimulus signal, can be seen in Fig. 2.
Each recorded four-period trace was triggered from the signal generator which was driving the
ultrasonic transmitter. The periodicity in the measured signal results from the periodic driving
signal. Hence, by triggering from the source driving the transmitter one acquires signals that,
for all practical purposes, are acquired over the same relative acquisition window, the first timepoint of which we designate t = 0.
Experimental results were compared with simulations which are described in the appendix.

Fig. 2. Typical signals from a single pixel. (a) Stimulus from signal generator. (b) Signal
wave just next to the ultrasonic transmitter (x = 0 mm, y = 0 mm). (c) Signal wave at furthest
point away from transmitter in the scan area in line with the axis of sound propagation (x =
40 mm, y = 0 mm). (d) Signal wave from area with minimal sound propagation (x = 0 mm,
y = 20 mm). For further information about these three regions, see Fig. 3.

4.

Results & discussion

Examining Fig. 2, we can see that each of the waveforms from each of the locations, show
a distinct change depending on the measurement location. Amplitude and phase changes are
readily apparent from the measurements made by the OFI sensor. This shows that minimal
signal processing is required to extract amplitude and phase information directly, as well as for
mapping the acoustic field.
The first acoustic field scanning experiment investigated an ultrasonic transmitter emitting
to free space. The measured and simulated pressure fields agree almost perfectly (Fig. 3). Figure 3(a) shows the 2D scan with data for each pixel acquired from t = 0 s for each waveform
(as seen in Fig. 2) in the 101 × 101 scan area. Media 1 shows the time evolution of this result
as it steps t from 0–100 µs. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show the amplitude and phase information for

Fig. 3. Propagation of the acoustic field with the ultrasonic transmitter propagating the field
into free space (see also Media 1); Left: Measured, Right: Simulation. (a) Image at t = 0 s.
(b) Amplitude of acoustic field. (c) Phase of acoustic field.

Fig. 4. Propagation of the acoustic field through two slits (see also Media 2); Left: Measured, Right: Simulation. (a) Image at t = 0 s. (b) Amplitude of acoustic field. (c) Phase of
acoustic field.

each of these waveforms, calculated from the information in the fast Fourier transform (FFT)
of each of the signals at 40 kHz.
Another interesting phenomenon to visualise is the patterns in the acoustic field, generated
from multiple interfering waves. In order to observe this we propagated the emitted signal from
the ultrasonic transmitter through two closely aligned slits, similar to Young’s two slit experiment with light [27]. The slits were cut into a 200 × 200 mm2 metal plate with the slits centred
on the axis of propagation of the ultrasonic transmitter and are 2 mm wide, 100 mm long and
spaced 10 mm apart. The ultrasonic transmitter was situated 20 mm from the metal plate. Figure 4 shows measured and simulated acoustic fields propagating from the slits. The displayed
area has been clipped in order to emphasize the interference pattern (full field can be seen in
Media 2). The slight discrepancy can be attributed to mechanical tolerances and misalignment
of the experimental setup, the major expected features (as shown in the simulation) are still
clearly visible.
Similarly we can also observe what happens when we have partial reflection from a corner
obstruction blocking the acoustic field (Fig. 5). We can see the standing wave resulting from
direct reflection in the amplitude plot [lower half of Fig. 5(b)] as well as diffraction pattern
produced by the corner [upper half of Fig. 5(b), also observable in Media 3].
It is of practical interest to note that changes in the external cavity length appear to have limited effect on measured acoustic fields. In order to investigate this the flat retroreflector screen
was replaced with a cylindrical glass beaker (diameter 91 mm) to which the retroreflective
surface was affixed, thereby creating a curved screen for the measurement (that is, significantly
varying the external cavity length). Figure 6(a) and 6(b) show the result from the flat retroreflector screen and from the curved retroreflective screen, respectively, and for all practical purposes
both have identical behaviour. This was also observed even when the retroreflective surface
was applied poorly — with noticeable bubbles or creases — to the screen. This means that the
sensing system could still be viable when placed in a uncooperative environment where the
retroreflective surface has to be attached to an uncooperative screen.
5.

Conclusion

In summary we have demonstrated the use of OFI for the 2D imaging of an acoustic field. The
system as demonstrated can cope with imaging propagation of sound waves as they interact
with their environment. This method has the distinct advantage of simplicity, as it requires only
a commercial laser diode, a collimating lens, and a light reflector, with minimal electronics and
signal processing in order to realise the imaging of the acoustic field. This combined with the
robustness when using a non-ideal retroreflector screen, opens the way to a low cost disposable
acoustic field imaging system which could be deployed in harsh or destructive environments.
Appendix
Simulation of acoustic pressure field
The acoustic source used in this study (the disk-shaped piezoelectric transducer, with diameter
of R = 6.6 mm) was modelled as a plane circular piston of radius R moving with time-harmonic
velocity in the direction normal to the surface of the piston (transducer). To obtain the pressure
at any field point we divided the surface of the transducer into infinitesimal elements, each of
which was treated as a simple (point) source located on the surface of the transducer. Each of
the point sources creates a spherical wave [28]. The complex form of the harmonic solution for
the acoustic pressure of such a spherical wave at the field point (x,y,z) is
0

p(x, y, z, r0 ,t) = A(r0 )e j(ω t−k r ) ,

(3)

Fig. 5. Measured signal with a reflector (aluminium block in lower right corner, indicated
in red) partially blocking the sound field (see also Media 3); (a) Image at t = 0 s. (b)
Amplitude of acoustic field. (c) Phase of acoustic field.

Fig. 6. Comparison between the acoustic fields from flat and curved retroreflector screens.
(a) Flat retroreflector screen (external cavity constant). (b) Curved retroreflector screen
(external cavity changing along the x axis).

where r0 is the distance from the point source i located
at (xi0 ,y0i ,z0i ) to the field point (x,y,z), ω is
√
the angular frequency, k is the wavenumber, j = −1,
r0 = [(x − xi0 )2 + (y − y0i )2 + (z − z0i )2 ]1/2 ,

(4)

and A(r0 ) can be approximated by a/(1 + br0 ), (with constants a and b empirically set to a =
1.8519 and b = 61.7284).
Using the superposition principle, the total pressure generated at the field point is
P(x, y, z, r0 ,t) ∝

Z

0

A(r0 )e j(ω t−k r ) dS ,

(5)

S

where the surface integral is calculated over the entire surface of the transducer. The measured
signal is proportional to the dynamic time delay δ τ defined by (2), and in turn to the line integral
of the dynamic pressure p(x, y, z, r0 ,t) along the z dimension, from the laser to the retroreflector
and back. For simulation purposes, the speed of sound was taken as c = 343 m·s−1 and the
frequency of the source as precisely f = 40 kHz, giving an associated angular frequency of ω =
2π f rad·s−1 and wavenumber k = ω/c rad·m−1 . Discrete approximation of the integral (5) has
been calculated by considering the sources distributed over the emitting part of the ultrasonic
transmitter — that is, the point sources lying on the disc and for the field-points in a threedimensional grid over the space occupied by the ultrasonic wave. For n point sources on the
disc, the resulting pressure P at field location (x, y, z) and time t is:
n

P(x, y, z,t) ∝ ∑ p(x, y, z, ri0 ,t) .

(6)

i=1

Finally, the z dimension is marginalised by summing over all its entries (proportional to the
standard discrete approximation of the line-integral), resulting in a quantity Pe proportional to
the observed pressure:
e y,t) ∝ ∑ P(x, y, z,t) .
P(x,
(7)
z

e y,t) is a complex quantity. The amplitude of the simulated acoustic field is simNote that P(x,
q
e y) Pe∗ (x, y), where ∗ denotes complex conjugation, and the phase of the
e
ply |P(x, y)| = P(x,
e y)) = atan(ℑ(P(x,
e y))/ℜ(P(x,
e y))), where atan(y/x) is the
simulated acoustic field is arg(P(x,
four-quadrant arc-tangent.
The only change required for the two slit simulation was to “deactivate” any of the point
sources which were located outside the slits of width 2 mm and length 100 mm with the slit
centres separated by 10 mm and equally spaced around the centre of the simulated ultrasonic
transmitter.
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